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Path dependencies and lock-ins can involve new manufacturing investments being based on past investments. This happens even when past investments were not successful. For example, EU’s 2016 relaxed “rules of origin” deal with Jordan for factory production.
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Fads and hype use vague terms and fallacious reasoning, including: arguing from authority, fallacies of single cause and incomplete evidence, which involve cherry picking particular aspects of special cases, such as digital data transfer in production of wooden furniture.

nullius in verba

take nobody’s word for it
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Success traps involve entrenched beliefs that what was successful in the past remains forever relevant. Within a country, a sector and/or an organization this can lead to inept groupthink about what to do and how to do it, which then leads to manufacturing failures such as SA80 rifle in the UK.

SA80 RIFLE: MAIN FAULTS
- Faulty bolt and cocking system
- Faulty cartridge ejection system
- Faulty loading of ammunition from magazine
Many distribution options for manufacturing

Many global opportunities for new manufacturing

Many social psychology challenges in linking options to opportunities
Summary

Understand options
Generate opportunities
Address challenges

Symbol System for Strategic Design of Innovative Production Systems
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